We consider the semigroup on L 1 (IR n ) de ned by the nonlinear transport equation for the scalar s @ t s + div(f(s) u) = 0 in (0; 1) I R n for given velocity eld u. We show that this nonlinear semigroup is H older continuous for t > 0 in the uniform operator topology, provided the graph of f has no linear segments. This continuity property | which expresses a regularizing e ect of the nonlinearity in the transport equation | is robust with respect to the spatial behaviour of the time{independent velocity eld u.
Introduction
Consider a scalar quantity s | think of the density of some continuum | s(t; x) depending on time t 2 (0; 1) and location x 2 IR n . Let us assume that s evolves in time according to a ux of the following structure f(s) u(t; x) with given ux function f: IR ! IR and velocity eld u: (0; 1) IR n ! IR n . This yields a formal evolution equation for s @ t s + div(f(s) u) = 0 in Q := (0; 1) R n ; s(t = 0) = s 0 on IR n ; 9 = ; (1) where s 0 are some initial data.
If f is nonlinear, two well{known e ects occur
An initially smooth solution of (1) may develop a singularity in nite time, a so{ called shock. A distributional solution of (1) may not be unique.
So we have to be more precise about what we understand by the evolution operator de ned by (1): It is the strong limit of the evolution operators de ned by @ t s + div(f(s) u) ? D s = 0 in Q ; s(0) = s 0 on IR n ;
for D # 0, the appropriate space where all this operators act on being L 1 (IR n ) . This \viscosity" approach leads to the concept of entropy solutions; its well{posedness has been proved by Kru zkov 11] .
Equations of type (1) arise as a component of porous media ow models, for instance in saturated{unsaturated water ow through a porous medium, where { s is the saturation, { f is the mobility of the uid, { u is the permeability matrix of the medium (?pressure gradient + gravity vector), in two{phase uid ow through porous media, where { s is the fractional amount of one of the uids, { f is the corresponding \fractional ow function", { u is the total seepage velocity.
In this article, we will look for some regularizing e ect of equation (1) which is robust with respect to the spatial regularity of u. For simplicity, we will from now on assume that u does not depend on time. More precisely: we will investigate some continuity property of the semi{group de ned by (1) which is essentially independent on the spacial behaviour of u. What kind of regularity e ect may we expect? First of all, if f is a ne on some intervall I, there is no regularizing e ect at all: solving (1) for some initial data s 0 with range in I just means translating s 0 along the streamlines of u. In any case, there is no regularizing e ect transversal to the streamlines of u: it is quite obvious that s(t)j ! depends only on s 0 j ! for any streamline ! of u. There may be some regularizing e ect in space along each streamline, but it of course depends on u. So the only regularizing e ect which has a chance to be independent of the spatial behaviour of u is one in time | and it will heavily depend on the graph of f having no linear segments. This is essentially what we can prove.
Result
We actually need a more technical version of the condition that the graph of f contains no linear segments: Theorem. Let f: IR ! IR be strictly nonlinear with f(0) = f 0 (0) = 0 and u: IR n ! IR n be smooth with compact support. Let s be the entropy solution of @ t s + div(f(s) u) = 0 in Q ; s(0) = s 0 on IR n ;
Then for all 0 < 1 and t > 0
where 0 < and C < 1 depend only on f.
Remarks a) If div u = 0 or if f has some special structure, there are a priori estimates for the L 1 (Q){norm of s in terms of ks 0 k L 1 (I R n ) . In this case we may skip part 2) of the De nition, with the cost of allowing C to depend on ks 0 k L 1 (I R n ) .
b) The condition f(0) = f 0 (0) = 0 is not essential. All we need to obtain a similar result is the existence of a z 0 such that f 0 (z 0 ) = 0. c) Observe that the result only depends on u via the L 1 {norm of its divergence. So by continuity, the result can be extended to an as large class of velocity elds as (1) remains well{posed and still continuously depends on u. 
e) Notice that the estimate of the modulus of continuity of s: (0; 1) ! L 1 (IR n ) (with respect to the metric (2)) only depends on f, ks 0 k L 1 (I R n ) and kdiv uk L 1 (I R n ) . As a consequence, high oscillations of the initial data do not a ect the estimate, superposition of u with a highly oscillating incompressible velocity eld does not alter the estimate.
f) An explicit investigation of one{dimensional examples will convince the reader that a subtle interaction of shocks and rarefaction waves is the mechanism which eventually dampens the amplitude of initial oscillations | the rate of decay depending on the order of the critical points of f 0 . But as opposed to other studies of the qualitative behaviour of solutions of conservation laws 9, 10, 4, 8, 3, 18] , our proof makes no use of this geometric intuition. g) The proof (see Lemma 3) yields an explicit formula for the H older exponent : h) The assumption that u does not depend on t is essential: an explicit construction in one space dimension shows that a velocity els which is constant in space but rapidly changes sign in time (with mean zero) prevents shocks and rarefaction waves from interacting. i) The method introduced in the sequel to prove this result may also be applied to prove a regularizing e ect in space in the case of constant u and one space dimension.
Discussion
Let us now discuss how our result relates to prior works. To our knowledge, it is not contained in prior ones as those either assume that u is constant or f has \special structure". If u is constant, the equation of course reduces e ectively to a homogeneous scalar conservation law in one space dimension. By f having \special structure", we understand that f is strictly convex, f is homogeneous, i.e. f 0 (z) = ( a + z p for z 0 a ? (?z) p for z 0 ) for some a 2 IR and p 6 = 0, or, loosely speaking, a combination of both. In any case, special structure admits a H older exponent = 1. Not included are f's which allow for a z 0 2 IR such that f 0 (z 0 ) 6 = 0 ; f 00 (z 0 ) = 0 and f 000 (z 0 ) 6 = 0 | the most common fractional ow function in immiscible two phase ow in porous media just exhibits this behaviour.
Probably the rst result for constant u and strictly convex f is due to Oleinik 15] : her E{condition which she used to characterize the entropy solutions of scalar conservation laws in one space dimension just expresses the regularizing e ect in a straightforward way.
A rst qualitative version of the regularizing e ect for constant u and general (i.e. strictly nonlinear) f is given by Dafermos' result 6] on the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of a scalar conservation law in one space dimension with periodic initial data. He works in the setting of dynamical systems. Another purely qualitative version of the regularizing e ect for constant u and general f is Tartar's compactness result for scalar conservation laws in one space dimension 17]. His tools are compensated compactness and Young measures. Lions, Perthame and Tadmor 13] | using their kinetic formulation of scalar conservation laws, which allows for an application of the velocity averaging principle, were able to prove a regularizing e ect of nonlinearity in scalar conservation laws in several space dimensions. In case of constant u and general f, their result can be applied to our setting and yields
| some fractional time derivative is locally estimated in some L p {norm. As the velocity averaging principle is based on Fourier transform in space and time, their result is nonlocal in time (and de nitly not optimal with respect to the order of Besov space). On the other hand, by fully exploiting the L 1 {contraction principle for scalar conservation laws, B enilan and Crandall ( 1] , see also 5]) established exactly our result in case of general u (at least implicitly) but special structure f. In a sense, our result is also a weak form of asymptotic analysis and therefore related to the studies of the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of conservation laws in one space dimension like 12, assume that f has some kind of special structure.
Is it possible to reduce the case of general u or f to that of constant u resp. special structure f? If u is incompressible (meaning div u = 0), this is achievable, albeit clumsy. But this reduction seems to be not feasible when div u doesn't vanish. This shows that our result is more one of advection than of homogeneous scalar conservation laws. On the other hand, if f 0 has a single critical point, our setting can be transformed into the special structure case, generating a somewhat poorer result. If f has more than one in exion point, this reduction is no longer viable. (1) . In the general case, we will show that a nonlinear transformations (t; x) := s( t; x) (3) does a good job. To give an idea of this, let us just for the moment assume that A1) There exists no z 0 2 IR s.t.f 0 (z 0 ) 6 = 0 and f 00 (z 0 ) = 0 ; A2) div u = 0 ; A3) s is a smooth solution.
Because of A1, f 0 ( (z)) = f 0 (z)
de nes a di eomorphism : IR ! IR (see also Lemma 3). It is constructed such that (3) transforms s, which by assumption A3 is a smooth solution, into a smooth solutioñ s of equation (1) | here we also use A2 (and the time{independence of u). So by the L 1 {contraction principle ( 11] , see also Lemma 2), we obtain for all t 0
This entails the claim, as by calculus methods (see also Lemma 3)
Our proof now consists in getting rid of the additional assumptions A1, A2 and A3. 
If s is a smooth solution of (1), thens = (s) is a smooth solution of
But if s is only an entropy solution of (1),s generally is not an entropy solution of (4) (that is why A3 was so helpful). So we have to investigate the e ect of the nonlinear transformation on the entropy solutions of equation (1) . In order to avoid technicalities, we investigate this e ect for solutions of the viscosity approximation of (1); the following lemma is inspired by the kinetic formulation of Lions, Perthame and Tadmor Proof. The result relies on the fact that e is essentially non{positive if is convex.
Obviously ?e = D 00 (s) jrsj 2 + 0 (s) f(s) ?f( (s)) div u :
We now claim that for continuous h: IR ! IR with compact support 
By the same calculation that led to (5), we obtain fors h :
Because of 0
| which is the same estimate as (6) | we obtain (7). We now apply (7) to h = 00 and infer from (5), (6) and (7) the claim of the lemma 2
If A1 is no longer valid, there might be no di eomorphism : IR ! IR s.t. f 0 ( (z)) = f 0 (z) for all z 2 IR :
Even if there is one (in case f 00 does not change sign), the total variation of the derivative will is in nite Z I R j 00 (z)j dz = TV( 0 ) = 1 ;
and hence Lemma 1 is of no direct use.
Thus we have to relax condition (8) . The idea is to construct a di eomorphism : IR ! IR such that (8) is satis ed except in small intervals round the points z 0 2 IR with f 0 (z 0 ) 6 = 0 and f 00 (z 0 ) = 0 :
The length of those intervals will tend to zero as tends to one. Let us start by xing a di eomorphism : IR ! IR with the properties 00 has compact support and (0) = 0 ( = will be constructed in Lemma 3). We measure the deviation from (8) by a function g: IR ! IR which is de ned by g 0 ( (z)) = f 0 ( (z)) f 0 (z) and g(0) = 0 : (9) In Lemma 3, will be constructed in such way that g is well{de ned and g 0 (z) 2 ; 1 ] for all z 2 IR and g(z) = 1 for jzj 1 :
This particular way of measuring the deviation from (8) is motivated by the following consideration: If s is a smooth solution of (1) then by construction of g,s(t; x) = (s( t; x)) would be a smooth solution of
So albeit s ands do not satisfy the same equation, the respective equations di er only in their @ t {part. This is crucial because only perturbations of the @ t {part can be balanced by the regularizing e ect in time.
Let s be an entropy solution of (1). We use the fact that s is the Proof. The main idea in proving the L 1 {contraction principle in the case g = id is to multiply the di erence of both equations with the 0 (s ?s), where is a smooth and convex approximation of the modulus function, say (z) := (z 2 + 2 ) Rewriting the integrand of the left hand side of (13) Here we made implicitly use of the L 1 {contraction principle for equations (10) and (11) yielding ks D (t)k; ks D (t)k ks 0 k . We let D tend to zero and choose (formally) (t) = for some " > 0 and " 2 < t ? < t + . We end up with The averaging in of xed order " prevents us from making use of the fact that lim t#0 ks(t) ? s( t)k = 0 by choosing t ? = 0. Our strategy is to imitate the appropriate scaling " t with help of some iteration procedure (Lemma 4). It turns out that the latter relies on the more Obviously, and g obey (16) and by construction also (17) . Straightforward calculations starting from
reveal that (21) carries on as well.
It remains to show that E 1 ; E 2 and E 3 can be estimated with help of (21). This is indeed the case: (in the E 1 {estimate we've used that (g ) 00 has compact support, whereas in the E 3 { estimate we brought into play that g 0 = 1 in a neighborhood of 0, see (21) 
